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New Southern Studies and the 

Race-Sex-Gender Spiral

by Martyn Bone

Reconstructing Dixie: Race, Gender and Nostalgia in 
the Imagined South. By Tara McPherson. Durham 
and London: Duke UP, 2003. xii + 318 pages. 
$84.95 cloth, $23.95 paper. 

Lovers and Beloveds: Sexual Otherness in Southern 
Fiction, 1936 – 1961. By Gary Richards. Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 2005. x + 243 pages. 
$44.95 cloth.

In her recent overview of the state of southern literary stud-
ies for the broad readership of PMLA, Barbara Ladd argues that “Race is 
one of the two most salient problematics in southern literary studies; the 
other is gender.” However, in a letter responding to Ladd’s article, Jon 
Smith suggests that “it does not do the fi eld any favors in 2005 to say its 
‘most salient problematics’ are race and gender.” Smith does not mean 
that race and gender are no longer important. Rather, he expresses con-
cern that Ladd’s assessment of the fi eld “ignores completely much of the 
truly revisionary ‘new southern studies’ work of the past seven years,” 
work that “is pushing the boundaries of American and inter-American 
studies, postcolonial theory, queer studies, cultural studies, and media, 
visual culture, and globalization.” Smith identifi es both Tara McPher-
son’s Reconstructing Dixie and Gary Richards’ Lovers and Beloveds as 
“major books” in “new southern studies.” As the subtitle makes clear, race 
and gender are central to McPherson’s study. What makes Reconstruct-
ing Dixie distinctive is the author’s ability to move between and beyond 
the race-gender axis, and across an eclectic range of cultural forms: lit-
erature, television, fi lm, historiography, comic books, academic mem-
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oirs, and more. Put another way, Reconstructing Dixie (and by extension 
new southern studies) benefi ts considerably from McPherson’s training 
in media and cultural studies. By contrast, Lovers and Beloveds is more 
narrowly focused on literary fi ction, and emerges from within the es-
tablished institutional apparatus of southern studies — derived from 
a dissertation supervised by Michael Kreyling at Vanderbilt, the book 
is published as part of Louisiana State University Press’s Southern Lit-
erary Studies series. Ultimately, however, Richards’ book is at least as 
(re)visionary as McPherson’s, thoroughly dismantling orthodox thinking 
about race and gender in southern culture — and in southern studies.

The introduction to Reconstructing Dixie makes the by now rather 
routine noises about reconstructing southern studies, albeit with more 
sensitivity to the value of existing work in the fi eld than, for example, 
Patricia Yaeger’s abrasive introduction to Dirt and Desire: Reconstructing 
Southern Women’s Writing, 1930 – 1990 (2000). These gestures toward new 
southern studies would have seemed less predictable had the book ap-
peared sooner: sections were fi rst published elsewhere in 1993 and 1995, 
and McPherson herself acknowledges that “[i]n the years since I began 
this project, the contours of an emergent strand of southern studies 
have begun to take shape.” The introduction’s chief value is to outline 
the book’s organizing idea about “lenticular logic” in southern culture. 
McPherson takes 3-D postcards — in particular, one she saw in Missis-
sippi featuring a hoop-skirted white lady on one side, and a stereotypi-
cal black mammy on the other — as a metaphor for a larger southern cul-
tural (and critical) failure or refusal to see black and white dialectically. 

In the fi rst chapter, McPherson starts “a tour of the [southern] lady’s 
legacies, academic and otherwise” with Gone With the Wind. McPher-
son off ers a pertinent critique of the ways in which Margaret Mitch-
ell’s novel has been selectively interpreted by feminist critics: in order to 
praise Scarlett O’Hara for breaking the traditional codes restricting the 
white southern lady, such critics have necessarily glossed over how “Scar-
lett’s ‘play’ with femininity works in the service of capitalism and chain 
gang labor.” This is a pointed early example of the book’s repeated point 
that gender cannot simply be detached from the various other social re-
lations that constitute southern identity. I was less convinced, however, 
by McPherson’s argument that Gone with the Wind “fl uctuate[s] between 
equating the belle with Atlanta and with rural life at Tara” before “fi -
nally secur[ing] Scarlett and the South within familiar stories and archi-
tectures.” Scarlett does not start romanticizing Tara until after the Civil 
War, and even then Tara is sustained through the profi ts she makes in 
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Atlanta. This “fl uctuation” between Tara and Atlanta, Old South and 
New, is never conclusively “secured” one way or the other: even if “to-
morrow is another day,” Scarlett will still rely on Atlanta’s industrial ex-
pansion to maintain Tara as a monument to “the old days.” 

McPherson subsequently demonstrates how Alexandra Ripley’s mas-
sively hyped sequel Scarlett (1991) tries to neutralize the thorny dilemma 
of race by displacing the narrative to Ireland. However, in an eerie return 
of the “racial” repressed, Irish identity shifts as the novel proceeds: ini-
tially fi gured as similar to white southerners in their experience of brutal 
colonial subjugation, the Irish are fi guratively “blackened” as “maraud-
ing hordes” posing “a threat to white southern femininity.” This par-
ticular point is well made, but much of McPherson’s analysis of Scarlett 
recalls Helen Taylor’s excellent chapter on Gone with the Wind and its 
sequels and spin-off s in Circling Dixie (2001). Moreover, when McPher-
son asks “what stories might Prissy or Belle Whatling or Emmie Slattery 
tell us if we were to listen to them?” many readers will wonder why Re-
constructing Dixie does not even mention Alice Randall’s notorious The 
Wind Done Gone, which re-envisions Mitchell’s story from the perspec-
tive of Scarlett’s biracial half-sister Cyanara. Though the publication of 
The Wind Done Gone was delayed until May 2002 — less than a year be-
fore Reconstructing Dixie itself appeared — the hullabaloo surrounding 
Randall’s novel was well underway in early 2001. 

The rest of the opening chapter showcases McPherson’s greatest 
strength: her ability to move beyond familiar literary texts to historiog-
raphy (Catherine Clinton), art (Kara Walker), and science fi ction (Oc-
tavia Butler). McPherson’s skewering of Clinton’s Tara Revisited (1995) 
highlights her broader theory that an “additive strategy” is pervasive in 
contemporary analyses of southern culture: this strategy involves little 
more than tacking the experiences of black southern women on to ex-
isting models for assessing white southern women. (Making a similar 
point, Ladd calls such a strategy “supplementary rather than genera-
tive.”) Walker’s cutouts have a totemic value for McPherson because they 
move beyond the additive-lenticular approach of Tara Revisited; Butler’s 
Kindred is similarly important because it puts black slaves at the center 
of southern history (not unlike The Wind Done Gone ).

In the second chapter, McPherson ventures on to that familiar bat-
tleground of southern studies, the Civil War. McPherson observes that 
“tales of southern manhood” constantly return to the war, and that 
southern womanhood was often invoked to justify the cause. So far, so 
obvious: but if the southern lady was “a structuring absence” in Confed-
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erate and neo-Confederate mythology, “the absence of race” from the 
Civil War of national collective memory is just as conspicuous, and con-
siderably more troubling. Having noted how tourist sites such as The 
Battles for Chattanooga Museum present the South as a place in which 
“a revived sense of nation can be spun,” McPherson homes in on Ken 
Burns’ hugely acclaimed PBS series The Civil War (1989). By formulating 
a “metaphor of the nation as family” that drives a narrative of reunion 
between the North and a prodigal South, The Civil War sidelines black 
southerners in ways which recall the betrayal of African Americans in 
the Reconstruction era. By contrast, McPherson acclaims the Captain 
Confederacy comic series (1986 – 1992) and Ross McElwee’s postmodern 
documentary fi lm Sherman’s March (1986) for challenging Burns’ “por-
trait of Civil War generals — and particularly of Robert E. Lee — as the 
heroic centerpieces to Civil War history, as the site and origin of ‘hon-
orable manhood’”; indeed, in the playful counter-history of Captain 
Confederacy, the eponymous hero morphs into a black woman. But the 
most arresting part of the chapter is the section (previously published in 
1999) on neo-Confederates’ embrace of cyberspace as the ultra-modern 
medium for their ultra-reactionary message. As McPherson notes, the 
“cyber-Confederacy” exposes the limitations of postmodern and “new 
media” theories of the Internet as a realm for the playful and liberat-
ing manipulation of identity: websites like DixieNet appropriate the lan-
guage of the Civil Rights Movement in defense of “southern civil rights,” 
and off er a supremely well organized series of links to similar sites, thus 
giving the lie to the alleged anarchy of the Internet. 

McPherson’s third chapter discusses various texts which explore and, 
occasionally, move beyond “the limits of a politics of [southern] femi-
ninity.” McPherson takes care to show how, in certain ways, the Hol-
lywood fi lm Steel Magnolias (1989) troubles and satirizes traditional no-
tions of southern femininity; she concludes, however, that “[t]he movie 
is very much about white desires for a safe — and segregated — space” 
during a period of massive black migration to the South. McPherson’s 
analysis of the sitcom Designing Women (1986 – 1992) also reiterates her 
overarching point about the inseparability of gender and race: for all 
that this sleek Atlanta-based series anticipated Sex and the City with its 
savvy salvoes against traditional romance, marriage, and family, it was 
ultimately “unable to incorporate women of color within the new spaces 
it structure[d].” One might ask whether this is a specifi cally “southern” 
failing: Sex and the City’s designer women were just as glaringly white, 
and no less an authority than Oprah Winfrey queried the lack of black 
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“friends” in Friends. In the fourth and fi nal chapter, McPherson praises 
another television series, Any Day Now (1998 – 2002), for off ering a more 
serious challenge to lenticular logic. She qualifi es, though, that the black 
lead character Rene is often required to “do emotional labor” for her 
white friend M.E. Indeed, not only on television but also in the mem-
oirs of white female academics, black southerners still tend to end up 
“serving white aff ect.” 

It is perhaps telling that these last two chapters move away from tele-
vision and fi lm in search of southerners who both deconstruct the re-
gion’s traditional gender and racial roles and off er serious and substantial 
alternatives. McPherson turns to the performative exaggeration of south-
ern femininity by drag queens; the revision of the rural southern home-
place by the lesbian residents of Camp Sister Spirit in Ovett, Mississippi; 
and the academic-activist writing of Minnie Bruce Pratt. Some readers 
may feel that such examples off er little real challenge to the pervasive 
conservatism of southern culture; still, McPherson closes with a spirited 
attack on colleagues in media studies who uncritically accept stereotypi-
cal ideas of the South — and southern studies — as backward and paro-
chial. Though McPherson occasionally exhibits something like a lentic-
ular blindness of her own toward recent, relevant works within southern 
studies — Michael Kreyling’s Inventing Southern Literature (1998), Sharon 
Monteith’s Advancing Sisterhood (2001), and Allison Graham’s Framing 
the South (2001) are all absent from the bibliography — this volume goes 
a long way to breaking down a host of familiar barriers: between race 
and gender, region and nation, and southern studies and media/cultural/
American studies. 

If the plurality of southern sexualities is a theme of Reconstructing 
Dixie, it is central to Gary Richards’ Lovers and Beloveds. In the brief but 
valuable introduction, Richards emphasizes that same-sex desire is not 
simply synonymous with homosexuality and critiques writers like Mab 
Segrest who, for political purposes, have tended to collapse a complex 
array of female sexual identities into a monolithic southern lesbianism. 
Richards is well aware that his subject poses a challenge to “conservative 
southern literary studies,” yet this seems to inspire rather than hinder 
him: Lovers and Beloveds is compelling and convincing because Rich-
ards takes such care to provide textual and contextual evidence to sup-
port arguments which might otherwise seem polemical or peripheral to 
other southernists. 

The fi rst chapter of Lovers and Beloveds begins, like other recent 
books, by interrogating “the persisting centrality of the conservative 
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Agrarian and New Critical legacy in southern literary studies”. Like 
Kreyling, Fred Hobson, Richard Gray and others, Richards turns back 
to foundational texts like Louis D. Rubin and Robert Jacobs’ Southern 
Renascence (1953) to interrogate the ideology of southern literary studies; 
however, Richards highlights telling moments overlooked by these other 
recent critics. For example, he unpacks Robert Heilman’s parentheti-
cal insinuation (in “The Southern Temper,” from Southern Renascence) 
that Capote “hardly belongs here [in the southern literary elite] at all.” 
Moving forward in time, Richards homes in on Richard King’s similarly 
cryptic remark in A Southern Renaissance (1980) that after 1955 “the South 
was preoccupied with ‘other voices, other rooms.’” Richards persuasively 
argues that critics like King echoed the Agrarians by “declar[ing] the 
Renaissance over at precisely the moment when southern writers were 
increasingly and more explicitly representing homosexuality.” One 
might quibble with Richards’ take on the Agrarians’ periodization of 
the Renaissance (Allen Tate was already declaring the Renaissance over 
in 1945), and he does come close to confl ating King (who has become 
something of a whipping boy for feminist scholars in recent years) with 
the neo-Agrarian hegemony which, a quarter century ago, A Southern 
Renaissance consciously set out to challenge. It is characteristic of Rich-
ards’ sense of balance and nuance, then, that he subsequently acknowl-
edges that critics like King and Hobson were instrumental in “expand-
ing the Renaissance to include voices outside the narrow parameters” of 
earlier southern studies, even if they failed to account suffi  ciently for, 
say, Lillian Smith’s lesbianism.

In chapter two, Richards develops a fi ne comparative analysis of Tru-
man Capote’s Other Voices, Other Rooms (1948) and William Goyen’s The 
House of Breath (1950). Critics from Heilman to King at least alluded 
to Capote’s exclusion from the southern literary canon; Goyen is barely 
known or read at all. As Richards point out, Goyen is mentioned only 
twice in The History of Southern Literature (1985), and the published se-
lection of letters “minimizes revelations about Goyen’s sexuality.” Rich-
ards illuminates both novels by explicating their “contradictory under-
standings of relations of gender, same-sex desire, and sexual identity.” 
McPherson would appreciate the sharp reading of Capote’s Randolph 
as a parody of stereotypical southern women like Mitchell’s Aunt Pitty-
pat, but Richards is more concerned by the way in which Capote over-
determines — through the representation of Joel as well as Randolph — an 
equation between eff eminacy and homosexual desire. In The House of 
Breath, Folner’s gender-transitivity is off set by the hyper-masculinity of 
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his brother Christy: Richards off ers a fi ne reading of the novel’s am-
biguous climax in which Christy and Boy meet in the big woods, a ho-
mosocial southern locus that legitimates their homoerotic relationship. 
Richards evidently prefers Goyen’s debut novel to Capote’s: whereas he 
criticizes Other Voices, Other Rooms for the “amazing consistency” in 
which it “superimposes gender transitivity on male homoeroticism,” he 
praises The House of Breath for “off er[ing] two coexisting and compet-
ing models of the nexus of gender and desire.” It does seem a tad harsh, 
however, to suggest that Other Voices, Other Rooms is essentially a failure 
because its representation of same-sex desire is one-dimensional.

Perhaps Richards’ most daring move in the introduction is to ques-
tion the hegemony of race in contemporary southern literary studies. 
Richards does not dismiss race, though: instead, he teases out the rela-
tionships between race, gender, and same-sex desire. The value of this 
approach is especially apparent in the chapter on Richard Wright’s The 
Long Dream (1958) and “Big Boy Leaves Home” (1936). Richards expli-
cates Wright’s Freudian model of sexuality in The Long Dream, in which 
polymorphous infant sexuality gives way to bisexuality before cultural 
conditioning produces a stable and supposedly normative heterosexual-
ity. However, Richards also emphasizes that Wright tried — not entirely 
successfully — to historicize his psychoanalytic model: The Long Dream 
is, after all, located within the specifi c time and space of the 1920s and 
1930s South. Richards makes the excellent point that Wright overstates 
the relationship between lynching and black male sexuality by draw-
ing on historical sources which show that black men were lynched for 
many other reasons. Yet he remains oddly muted on Wright’s problem-
atic suggestion that southern racial and sexual taboos generated a desire 
in black men for white women: here The Long Dream does not seem so 
far removed from William Styron’s hugely controversial The Confessions 
of Nat Turner (1968). Nevertheless, Richards does a fi ne job of showing 
how, according to Wright’s logic, southern black men’s fraught discon-
nection from both white and black women (who are presented in The 
Long Dream as either religious fanatics or hyper-sexual whores) led them 
to experiment with intraracial homosexuality. 

In Reconstructing Dixie, McPherson refers in passing to Lillian 
Smith’s theory of the South’s “race-sex-sin-spiral.” Richards devotes a 
whole chapter to Smith, arguing that, like Wright’s The Long Dream, 
Strange Fruit (1944) deals with not only race but also gender and sex-
uality. Where Wright tentatively equates white racist violence against 
blacks with black-on-black heterosexual violence against homosexuals, 
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Smith calls for both racial tolerance and tolerance of same-sex desire, 
especially through the relationship between Laura and Jane. Also, like 
Wright, Smith inclined to a broadly psychoanalytic reading of southern 
racial and sexual relations: for Smith, the idealization of white women as 
pure, asexual beings not only prompted white men to seek sexual relief 
with black women but also turned white daughters towards lesbianism. 
Richards cannily uncovers the problems with this psychoanalytic model 
of same-sex desire: fi rst, Smith recapitulates a familiar image of black 
women as “the hypersexualized racial other”; second, she scripts a very 
limited idea of lesbianism in which the white daughter’s turn away from 
the frigid lady on the pedestal leads her into the arms of an older woman 
whom she desires primarily as a surrogate mother.

Much like Strange Fruit, To Kill a Mockingbird has been read almost 
universally as a novel about “race”; once again Richards challenges the 
consensus by focusing on gender and sexuality, and their intersections 
with race. Having dutifully noted that Dill is based on Harper Lee’s 
childhood friend Capote, Richards argues that Scout is a far more sig-
nificant character, not least because her narrative deconstructs the 
“painstakingly crafted bodies and carefully orchestrated acts and ges-
tures” that constitute “natural” southern femininity. Moreover, Scout’s 
own preference for overalls parodies masculinity in much the same way 
that McPherson’s (and Judith Butler’s) drag queens parody femininity; 
Scout becomes so associated with masculine attire that when she does 
wear conventionally feminine clothes, she destabilizes the town’s def-
initions of femininity. Indeed, conventional gender roles and hetero-
sexual relationships are conspicuous by their absence throughout Lee’s 
novel, except in parodic forms: “To Kill a Mockingbird ultimately imag-
ines southern community to be already queer and permeated with trans-
gressions of gender and sexuality.” This may seem a radical vision, but 
Richards worries that the novel’s muted call for tolerance towards same-
sex desire exhibits the same limitations as the more explicit call for ra-
cial tolerance: it “presents a community in which, once diff erence has 
been dismissed as minor and similarity acknowledged as already exist-
ing, no more innocent mockingbirds need ever be killed, no more Afri-
can Americans need ever face racism, and, if only fi guratively, no more 
gays and lesbians need ever face homophobia.” 

In the fi nal chapter, Richards off ers a wide-ranging analysis of same-
sex desire throughout Carson McCullers’ fi ction. He moves from the 
precocious early story “Sucker” via The Member of the Wedding (1946) 
to the interracial relationship between Jester and Sherman in the oft-
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derided Clock Without Hands (1961), in which McCullers is ultimately 
unable to imagine the desire of a black man for a white man. In the pro-
cess, Richards challenges conventional readings of McCullers’ work by 
not only infl uential southernist scholars like Louis Rubin but also “ho-
mophilic” critics drawn to McCullers’ various tomboy characters: here 
Richards extends his earlier criticism of Segrest, for whom The Mem-
ber of the Wedding’s protagonist Frankie is a “twelve-year-old baby-dyke” 
and John Henry her “little faggot cousin.”

In an epilogue archly entitled “Other Voices, Other Rooms,” Rich-
ards indicates the wide range of recent southern writers who have de-
picted same-sex desire, and singles out Harlan Greene’s use of “particu-
larly postmodern strategies” to reconfi gure “canonical southern literary 
history.” Whereas a writer like Greene is in the fortunate position of hav-
ing models to draw on, those models themselves did not. This partly ac-
counts for the “strategies of indirection” employed by all six writers: Ca-
pote, Goyen, Wright, Lee, Smith, and McCullers. As it happens, future 
scholars of same-sex desire in southern fi ction will approach Richards’ 
book from something like the position from which Greene approaches 
“Capote, McCullers and the like”: Lovers and Beloveds is innovative, im-
portant, and will infl uence all future studies of same-sex desire in south-
ern fi ction. 


